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M4.4 Zabezpečení areálu
Prevence proti výskytu COVID-19

PREVENTION AGAINST COVID-19
IMPROVED MEASURES FOR ST-OS VISITORS
In connection with the current situation and on the basis of the Emergency Measure
of the MZDR 47828 / 2020-16 / MIN / KAN on emergency measures in the event of an
epidemic of COVID-19 and MZDR 15757 / 2020-45 / MIN / KAN, which prohibits movement
and residence without protective equipment of respiratory tract (nose, mouth).
STROJÍRNA OSLAVANY, spol. s r.o. takes following preventive measures with effect
from 9.3.20211:
All persons entering the company premises MUST comply with the following regulations:
1. Entering allowed upon presentation of a confirmation of antigen test not older than 5 days.
2. The confirmation may be replaced by Declaration with date, place and type of the underwent test,

which must be filled in before entering the premises. The Declaration form is available by the site
security employee (guard services).
3. During the entire stay in the premises, wear a face protection - respirator (always without

exhalation valve), meeting at least all technical conditions and requirements (for the product) ,
including a filtration efficiency of at least 95% according to applicable standards (FFP2/KN 95
class no exceptions are allowed).
4. It is forbidden to move freely around the premises, enter the buildings, use common areas such

as toilets, etc., use vending machines with drinks and snacks,
5. Limit contact with ST-OS staff to the shortest possible time and communicate only in the open air,

comply to basic hygiene rules - hand disinfection, restriction of personal contact, (including hand
shaking, coughing and sneezing into disposable handkerchiefs).

This Regulation shall apply without exception until further notice.
Thank you for your understanding and co-operation.

PhDr. Alena Lubasová, Ph.D.
CEO
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